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This honorary society was founded at Lehigh University, June, 1885.
Its purpose is to confer distinction upon students who have obtained a
high grade of scholarship in. the College of Engineering, and also to foster
a spirit of liberal culture in the engineering students. There are fifty-six


































































































Small Curtis Smith Wilkinson Drill Newlon Hiss
Schiff Blosser Fromm McLellan Gundlach Johnston Millikan
Sherwood Eckert Choi Settles McMillan Freshwater Manifold Hull
Elliott Kaufman Barnebey Earhart Fowler Davis Gardner Hempstead Gerdes








































Hugenot Cayford Latimer Cecil Peck Lanman Rea
Terry Efobinson Reed Kaiser Stone Croskey Johnston Derrer
Slyh Buckley Gerdes Llewellyn Burlingame Gitter Cone Johnston Dorsey
Metzger P. Herold Martz J. Herold Constance . Watts Tinsley Yeagley
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TRIANGLE
Founded at the University of Illinois on April 15, 1907. There are 14 active chapters, 10
houses, and a total membership of 2,600. The Ohio State chapter was established in 1911, and










































Low Brenner Bowers Fenton Hoewischer
Brown Kaufman Moser Hartman Nahuia Furgeson
Alleahouse Larsen Force Vorac Billings Poor Johnston
•
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THETA TAU
Engineering fraternity founded at University of Minnesota in 1904. There are twenty-one
active chapters. The Ohio State chapter, Sigma, was founded in 1924, nnd the present location















































Jensen F. P. Marquis Marshall Knapp Wagner Craig
Fischer Bowen Barber Robbins J. Dumbauld Gagnier Davidson
F. W. Marquis P. Fischer Buckley G. Dumbauld Sanders Hageman Wall
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AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
The American Society of Civil Engineering was organized on this campus
in 1922. It consisted of five or six members who adopted a constitu-
tion in, regard to the business of the student society. The purpose
of the organization is to promote a feeling of sociality among the students
and to make it possible to learn the latest developments in the field of Civil
Engineering. Meetings are held once a month when a speaker is invited
to address the society. Occasionally joint meetings are held with the'down-





















































President CARL D. WALKER
Fifth Row—Raum, Leppich, Knox, Sayre, Jensen, While, Woodward, Kuenning, Ycamans, Culler, Solomon
Fourth Row—R. L. Larimer, Prohasco, Fischer, Sanchez, Krumm, McMillen, R. M. Larimer
Third Row—[,avihnrt, Stilwell, Pietscher, Reedy, Hartly, Jay, Bundy
Second Row—C. Walker, Reams, Williams, Piper, Kahlier, R. Walker, Miller, Sherman
Bottom Row—Montz, Wyatt, Sherman, Morris, Shank, Large, Prior
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF METALURGICAL ENGINEERS
In 1904, The American Institute of Mining Engineers was founded in New
York City. In 1923 the Metallurgical Engineers on this campus formed
as an outgrowth of the Mining Institute, and in 1928 the national charter
was modified to include Metallurgical Engineers. The local organization is
one of forty-six student chapters affiliated with the national organization,
which has a total membership of 10,000. The purpose of the organization
is to promote the production of useful metals, further research, and circu-
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KERAMOS
This honorary society, founded at Illinois in 1915, was established at
this University in 1925. The purpose of the local group, the Beta
chapter, is to honor those students who have shown special ability in



























Cayford Martz Croskey P. Johnston
Watts Constance R. Johnston Yeagley
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ALPHA CHI SIGMA
Founded at the University of Wisconsin in December, 1902. There are 49
active chapters, 14 houses, and a total membership of 9,700. The Ohio State























































Reed Patton Pesola Remisn Merriman Brown Schmidt Wright
Chaney Dorsey Harold Metzger Burlingame Lattimer Rudin Witman Derrer
Cramer Cayford Terry Constance Cecil Wiegert Sudman Harold
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TEXNIKOI
This is a local group organized on the campus in 1924. Members are
chosen from the engineering school on the basis of personality, scholar-
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